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Reason for change: ? It is desirable that the terminal allows for a user-defined list of bearers (GPRS, CSD, 

SMS, possibly also USSD) for delivery and submission of MM. It is also desirable 
that the switch to a less preferred bearer, in case the most preferred is not available, 
takes place without user intervention. For this reason a new requirement is 
introduced in the stage 1 description of MMS. Network operators and users  will 
benefit from the usage of the most suitable bearer for the delivery and submission of 
MMs. 

  
Summary of change: ? A new requirement has been added in paragraph 5.2 regarding the preferred 

bearer selection. It is required that the MMS capable terminal supporting a 
number of different bearers use preferentially one of those for submission and 
delivery of MMS. Moreover the switch between the two bearers shall not require 
user intervention such as change of configuration of the terminal. 

  
Consequences if  ? 
not approved: 

Severe degradation of service may be expected especially in roaming situations. 
The user will have to change the configuration parameters in the terminal 
whenever the selected bearer is not available in the network for submission and 
delivery of a MM. 
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5.2 Multimedia message delivery and submission 
- Submission mechanism 

 The MMS shall support multimedia messages or messages elements to be submitted from the sender’s terminal. 

- Push Mechanism 

 The MMS shall be able to support a request for multimedia messages or messages elements to be automatically 
delivered to the recipient's terminal. 

- Pull Mechanism 

 The MMS shall be able to support a request for multimedia messages or messages elements to be delivered to the 
recipient’s terminal on request by the recipient. 

Note: Push and pull delivery mechanisms could be identical; the criteria which decide on the type of mechanism 
(push / pull) are either described in the User Services Profile or out of the scope of this specification. 

- Concurrency 

 The MMS shall be able to support MM delivery to and from the user’s terminal not be restricted during other 
active services (subject to the capabilities of the terminal and the network). 

- Streaming 

 The MMS shall be able to support streaming for MM delivery from the MMS system to the terminal. 

 Support for streaming for MM upload from the terminal to the MMS system will be considered for future 
releases. 

- Preferred Bearer 

It shall be possible to define a list of precedence for bearers in the configuration parameters for delivery and 
submission of MM (e.g. GPRS, CSD, SMS and possibly USSD). The terminal shall be able to support automatic 
bearer selection (i.e. without user intervention) based on the order of precedence defined in a list of bearers on 
the USIM. The user shall be able to enable or disable automatic bearer selection. When disabled, manual bearer 
selection shall be available from the list of bearers. 

 


